Applying the max-product (and sum-product) algorithms to loopy graphs is now quite popular for best assignment problems. This is largely due to their low computational complexity and impressive performance in practice. Still, there is no general understanding of the conditions required for convergence or optimality of converged solutions or both. This paper presents an analysis of both attenuated max-product decoding and weighted min-sum decoding for low-density paritycheck (LDPC) codes, which guarantees convergence to a fixed point when a weight factor, β, is sufficiently small. It also shows that, if the fixed point satisfies some consistency conditions, then it must be both a linear-programming (LP) and maximumlikelihood (ML) decoding solution. For (d v , d c ) -regular LDPC codes, the weight factor must satisfy β(d v − 1) < 1 to guarantee convergence to a fixed point, whereas the results proposed by Frey and Koetter require instead that β(d v − 1)(d c − 1) < 1. In addition, the range of the weight factor for a provable ML decoding solution is extended to 0 < β(d v − 1) ≤ 1. In addition, counterexamples that show a fixed point might not be the ML decoding solution if β(d v − 1) > 1 are given. Finally, connections are explored with recent work on the threshold of LP decoding.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE introduction of turbo codes in 1993 started a revolution in coding and inference that continued with the rediscovery of low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes and culminated in optimized LDPC codes that essentially achieve the capacity of practical channels [1] - [4] . During this time, Wiberg et al. advanced the analysis of iterative decoding by proving a number of results for the min-sum (MS) decoding algorithm, which is equivalent to the max-product (MP) decoding algorithm [5] - [7] . Richardson thresholds of message-passing decoding algorithms for turbo and LDPC codes [8] .
For a particular noise realization, the optimality of iterative decoding solutions has also been considered by a number of authors. Weiss and Freeman have shown that the maxproduct assignment is locally optimal w.r.t. all single-loop and tree perturbations [9] . Unfortunately, this result is typically uninformative for LDPC codes with variables degrees larger than 2. Frey and Koetter have also shown that, with proper weights and adjustments, the attenuated max-product (AttMP) decoding algorithm for LDPC codes returns the maximumlikelihood (ML) codeword if the algorithm converges to a codeword [10] . For general graphs, Wainwright et al. proposed the tree-reweighted max-product (TRMP) message-passing algorithm which attempts to compute the MAP assignment on strictly positive Markov random fields [11] ; in fact, they have shown that, under some optimality conditions, the converged solution gives the MAP configuration for the graph. Their algorithm, though strictly different, has some similarity to the AttMP algorithm in [10] .
Linear programming (LP) decoding for LDPC codes, proposed by Feldman et al., solves a relaxed version of the ML decoding problem [12] . Since its introduction, a number of authors have looked for connections to the MP algorithm decoding [13] , [14] . One interesting open question is, "What is the noise threshold of LP decoding?". In [15] , Vontobel and Koetter introduced a necessary condition for LP decoding to return the correct codeword under the all-zero codeword assumption. Based on this necessary condition, upper bounds of the noise threshold of LP decoding for various LDPC codes under the binary symmetric channel (BSC) were obtained. The first lower bound of the noise threshold of LP decoding under the BSC was proposed in [16] . Using expander graph arguments, they showed that LP decoding of a rate- 1 2 regular LDPC code can correct all error patterns with weight less than 0.000175 of the block length. Since this is a worst-case analysis, the large gap to the empirical observations is not too surprising. Daskalakis et al. [17] were able to improve the lower bound to 0.002 using probabilistic arguments based on a construction of a LP dual feasible solution under the BSC. In [18] , Koetter and Vontobel applied girth-based arguments to the dual LP problem. For a (3, 6) -regular LDPC code, they proved that LP decoding can tolerate a crossover probability of p = 0.01 on the BSC and a noise level of σ = 0.5574 on the binary-input additive white Gaussian noise channel (BIAWGNC).
Arora et al. showed recently that, for a (3, 6)-regular LDPC code, LP decoding can tolerate a crossover probability 0018-9448 © 2013 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. p = 0.05 on the BSC [19] . Instead of using a dual LP solution, they investigated the primal solution of the LP problem and proposed a local optimality condition for codewords. They proved that the local optimality implies both global optimality and LP optimality. So the probability that LP decoding succeeds is lower bounded by the probability that the correct codeword satisfies a set of local optimality conditions. Since their local optimality conditions are amenable to analysis on tree-like neighborhoods, they perform a DE-type analysis to obtain the lower bound of the BSC noise thresholds for LP decoding. Using similar DE-type analysis for memoryless binary-input output symmetric (MBIOS) channels, Halabi and Even showed that LP decoding can achieve a noise threshold σ = 0.735 on the BIAWGNC [20] . By using the same local optimality argument, the authors further extended the sufficient conditions for the ML certificate to the class of GLDPC codes [21] , [22] . Similar to the connection between the MP algorithm and the MS algorithm, the AttMP algorithm, for any finite number of iterations, is equivalent to the WMS algorithm proposed by Chen and Fossorier [23] . They showed that, for regular LDPC codes, the WMS algorithm with a proper choice of the weight factor, β, can have the noise threshold better than the noise threshold of the MS algorithm. Therefore, both the AttMP and the WMS algorithms are considered in this paper. The results can be seen as an extension of the work by Frey and Koetter that provides new insight into the results of [18] , [19] . In [24] , Mooij and Kappen characterized sufficient conditions for the convergence of the sum-product algorithm by using the contraction mapping theorem [25, pp. 97-100] .
In this paper, a very similar approach is used to analyze the convergence of the AttMP and the WMS algorithms. We view both the AttMP and the WMS [23] algorithms as computing the dynamic-programming (DP) solution to the optimal discounted-reward problem on a set of overlapping trees. This allows us to show that, for any received vector, the one-step update of the algorithm is a contraction on the space of message values when the weight factor is sufficiently small. From this, we deduce that the messages converge to a unique fixed point [25, pp. 97-100] . We first show that, for (d v , d c )-regular LDPC codes, if the resulting fixed point satisfies some consistency conditions, then the hard decisions obtained based on the fixed point must be an LP optimum solution and, hence, an ML decoding solution. Then, the WMS algorithm on (d v , d c )-regular LDPC codes with messages diverging to ±∞ is considered. We show that, for the weight β = 1 d v −1 , if the WMS messages diverge to ±∞ and satisfy the consistency conditions, the corresponding hard decisions also return an ML decoding solution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the background on factor graphs as well as the message update rules of the AttMP algorithm and the WMS algorithm. In Section III, we first investigate the convergence property of both algorithms, and then introduce consistency conditions for both algorithms. Then, the ML optimality certificate property is discussed for hard decisions associated with a consistent fixed point. In Section IV, the optimality of a codeword returned by the WMS algorithm is analyzed for the case when the message diverges. A conjecture about the connection between noise thresholds of WMS decoding and noise thresholds of LP decoding is proposed in the same section. Numerical results are described and discussed in Section V. Finally, conclusions and extensions are given in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Factor Graphs
A binary LDPC code can be defined by a bipartite graph G = (V, E), where E is the set of edges, and V = V v ∪ V c consists of variable nodes (or bit nodes) V v and check nodes (or constraint nodes) V c . In this paper, (d v , d c )-regular LDPC codes are considered. That is, each variable node in V v has d v edges attached to it, and each check node in V c has d c edges attached to it. For a set S, let |S| denote the cardinality of S. Let n |V v | be the number of variable nodes. Let N(i ) be the neighbors of a node i ∈ V. For a check node j ∈ V c , we say that j is satisfied when the binary values assigned to the bit nodes in N( j ) satisfy the parity check imposed in j . A binary vector x ∈ {0, 1} n is a codeword, or a valid assignment, if and only if it satisfies all check nodes in V c . We use C to denote the collection of all codewords. Let T L i be the computation tree of G which has depth L and is rooted at node i [5, §4.1]. The set of vertices in the -th level of T L i , where ≤ L, is denoted by N(i, ). The girth of a graph G is the length of the smallest cycle in G, denoted by girth(G).
Suppose that the computation tree 
, where the assignment for every node m ∈ V v \ I v is 0 and the assignment of the root node is x. In the remainder of this paper, we often simplify C T 2L i to C T when i and L are evident from the context. Similarly, we also simplify
B. Discounted Dynamic-Programming on a Tree
In this section, we recall the AttMP algorithm proposed in [10] for LDPC codes. When the number of iterations L satisfies L < 1 4 girth(G), it can be considered as performing the AttMP algorithm on the computation trees, T 2L i , for all i ∈ V v . As in [10] , we consider the objective function in the logarithmic domain, and an alternative interpretation from the discounted DP point of view on the obtained message update rules is introduced in the following discussion.
Let γ m (x m ) log( p Y |X (y m |x m )) be the log-likelihood of receiving y m ∈ R given that x m ∈ {0, 1} is the m-th transmitted codeword bit, and let β ∈ R + be a non-negative weight factor. For a fixed i ∈ V v , let I v ⊆ V v be the subset of variable nodes associated with the variable nodes in a tree T 2L i . The AttMP algorithm solves the problem of finding a best assignment
is maximized, where β m = β if m ∈ N(i, 2 ). Since C T (0) and C T (1) are disjoint, (1) can be separated into two subproblems. For x ∈ {0, 1}, define a function
where μ i (x) is the optimal reward for assigning x to the root node of T 2L i . Assume that the objective function (1) is uniquely maximized by w * . One can shown that
The RHS in (2) can be rewritten as
This suggests that we can compute μ i (x) recursively by using DP. In the ( + 1)-th iteration, we compute the optimal discounted total reward μ ( +1) i→ j (x) of assigning x to the directed edge i → j by
is the set of all valid assignments for the neighbors of the check node k when x is assigned to the i -th bit node. This follows from defining μ ( ) i←k (x) to be the optimal discounted total reward for assigning x to the directed edge i ← k according to the rule
Finally, the reward function (3) can be computed by
and the best assignment, or hard decision, to the root of the tree T 2L
To initialize the process, we choose μ (0) i→ j (x) = γ i (x) for all edges (i, j ) ∈ E and all x ∈ {0, 1}. The update rule in (4) is the same as the AttMP algorithm proposed in [10] , where the optimal discounted total rewards μ ( ) i→ j (x) and μ ( ) i← j (x) are the messages passed on the directed edges i → j and i ← j , respectively. Note that the obtained message update rule for the AttMP algorithm is actually an attenuated max-sum algorithm since the objective function as well as the message updates are considered in the logarithmic domain.
By using the message update rule (4), one can compute μ i (x) for all i ∈ V v in parallel. Suppose that the total number of iterations L is less than 1 4 girth(G). The vector x = {x i : i ∈ V v } is a collection of the best assignment to the root of the trees {T 2L i : i ∈ V v }. In [21] , the VERIFY-LO algorithm is proposed to test the local optimality ofx. Note that we do not define local optimality in this paper. The interested reader can refer to [19] and [21] for the definition. After knowing thatx is locally optimal, it can be shown that x is also an ML codeword [19] , [20] . In this paper, we discuss how the weight factor β affects the convergence of the AttMP decoding algorithm. When the AttMP decoding algorithm converges, a sufficient condition for testing the ML optimality of the corresponding hard-decision vector is proposed. It can be shown that checking the proposed sufficient condition is simpler than the VERIFY-LO algorithm. Finally, the analysis is extended to L > 1 4 girth(G).
C. Attenuated Max-Product Decoding
In Section II-B, the original AttMP algorithm was introduced. In this section, we introduce a modified version of the AttMP algorithm, which is mathematically equivalent to the original one for any finite number of iterations.
Let γ m γ m (0) − γ m (1) be the channel log-likelihood ratio (LLR) for the m-th bit. Consider the computation tree T 2L i of depth 2L with L < 1 4 girth(G) and rooted at i ∈ V v . Let I v ⊆ V v be the subset of variable nodes associated with the variable nodes in a tree T 2L i . It can be shown that any assignment w * (x) that maximizes the objective function of (2) also maximizes the following objective function
where μ i (x) is the optimal reward for assigning x to the root node of T 2L i . To show the equivalence between (2) and (9), we subtract a constant m∈I v β m γ m (1) from the objective function of (2). Then, arg max
Therefore, the modified AttMP update rule becomes
and thus
After obtaining (11), we can compute the total reward function and the hard decision for the root node of the tree T 2L i using (7) and (8) , respectively. Note that the message μ ( +1) i→ j (x) now represents the weighted correlation between the LLRs and the best valid assignment with x assigned to the directed edge i → j . The algorithm starts by setting
Similar to the analysis in Section II-B, μ i→ j (x) can be considered as a DP value function, that assigns a real number to each bit-to-check directed edge i → j with all possible assignments x ∈ {0, 1}. Since the messages can be updated in parallel, all bit-to-check messages with all possible assignments can be arranged as an AttMP message vector μ ∈ R 2|E| defined by μ {μ i→ j (x) : (i, j ) ∈ E, x ∈ {0, 1}}. Based on the standard approach to DP [26, §6] , the update process can be seen as applying an operator A : R 2|E| → R 2|E| to message vectors. From (10), the operator A is defined by ν
The AttMP algorithm proceeds iteratively by computing
D. Weighted Min-Sum Decoding
Instead of passing the vector (μ ( ) i→ j (0), μ ( ) i→ j (1)) ∈ R 2 as the i → j message in the AttMP algorithm, the WMS algorithm passes the message μ (1) , which is simply the difference between the best 0-root correlation and the best 1-root correlation. Similarly, the i ← j message is simplified to μ (1) . The message update rules of the WMS algorithm are therefore given by
where sgn(x) is the standard sign function defined by
The hard decision of the i -th bit node after iterations iŝ
Note that μ ( ) (1) . So, the decoder can either assign 0 or 1 to the i -th bit. In the practical implementation of the WMS algorithm, ties can be broken by randomly assigning 0 or 1 with probability 1 2 . In the present analysis, we avoid this case by assuming that sgn μ ( ) i = 0 when computing hard decisions.
Similar to the AttMP algorithm, we define the WMS message vector μ ∈ R |E| by μ {μ i→ j : (i, j ) ∈ E}. The message update rule of the WMS algorithm is also given by the operator
The WMS algorithm is initialized by setting μ (0) i→ j = γ i and proceeds iteratively by computing
E. LP Decoding
Given the received vector y ∈ R n , the ML decoder finds a codeword x * ∈ C such that the probability p( y|x * ) is maximal among all x ∈ C. Let γ ∈ R n be the vector of channel LLRs. Then, ML decoding can be rewritten as the following integer programming problem [12] ,
Note that the problem (17) is equivalent to the problem of max n i=1 −x i γ i subject to x ∈ C. By the fact that adding the constant, n i=1 γ i , to the objective function does not change the solution, the problem (17) is then equivalent to
For LDPC codes, solving (17) or (18) directly appears to be computationally infeasible for large n because the number of codewords grows exponentially in n. In [12] , a suboptimal decoder, the so called LP decoder, was proposed. With the same objective function as in (17) , the LP decoder searches the optimal solution over a relaxed polytope which is obtained by intersecting all local codeword polytopes defined by each check node of the graph G.
Here, we briefly describe the LP decoder in [12] as follows. Given a check node j ∈ V c , let
be the collection of all support sets of local codewords for j . Note that ∅ ∈ E j and represents the all-zero codeword. For each j ∈ V c , and S ∈ E j , ζ j,S is an indicator function of the local codeword being assigned to j . The LP decoder solves the following problem
In the sequel, this LP problem is called Problem-P. The vector x * is LP optimal if it is a solution of Problem-P. Moreover, if x * ∈ {0, 1} n , then the vector x * is an ML codeword.
To establish the dual problem of Problem-P, a Lagrange multiplier τ i, j is associated with each edge (i, j ) ∈ E of the graph G. The resulting dual problem is given by
which, as shown in [18] , is equivalent to
In the remainder of this paper, this dual problem is called
be the set of all valid codewords of a check node. For each check node j ∈ V c , define a mapping ϕ j :
The objective function in Problem-D can be rewritten as
F. Impossibility of a General ML Certificate for WMS Decoding
One of the main goals of this paper is to show that the WMS algorithm with β < 1 d v −1 converges to a fixed point, and returns an ML codeword if the fixed point satisfies the proposed consistency conditions. Before we prove this, two examples are provided in this section for showing that the WMS algorithm with some β > 1 d v −1 is not guaranteed to return an ML codeword.
The first example is a numerical simulation of the WMS algorithm with β = 0.8 on a small code (n = 12). Since the codeword length is short, we are able to implement the ML decoder defined in (17) and compare the ML output with the WMS output.
Example 1: In this example, the ML optimality of the codeword returned by the WMS decoder with β = 0.8 is checked. We consider a (3, 4)-regular LDPC code over the BSC with cross-over probability p = 0.1. The parity-check matrix for the (3, 4)-regular LDPC code is
0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1
For the WMS decoder, 200 iterations were performed in decoding each block. After testing 10 5 blocks, there were 90905 codewords returned by the WMS decoder. Among these codewords returned by the WMS algorithm, only 90850 codewords were the ML codeword. Therefore, codewords returned by the WMS algorithm with β = 0.8 cannot be guaranteed to be ML optimal.
For the general case, the following example gives some intuition.
Assume that the all-zero codeword is transmitted. Let the channel output LLR vector be γ = (−1, . . . , −1). Consider the WMS algorithm with β > 2 d v −1 . At the beginning, all LLR-based messages from variable nodes to their neighboring check nodes are μ (0) i→ j = −1 for i = 1, . . . , n and j ∈ N(i ). Consider messages μ i← j passed from the j -th check node to its neighbor variable nodes i ∈ N( j ). Since the incoming messages are all equal to −1, the message update rule of the WMS algorithm at the check node gives
for all (i, j ) ∈ E. In the first iteration, the outgoing message from the i -th variable node to the j -th check node is therefore
Moreover, one can show that μ ( ) i→ j → ∞ as → ∞. Thus, the hard decisions return the all-zero codeword. Unfortunately, given this γ , we know that the ML output must be a nonzero codeword with maximal Hamming weight. Therefore, the WMS algorithm cannot provide an ML certificate for β > 2 d v −1 . One might worry that this effect may be related to ties between ML codewords, but these can be avoided, without affecting the above result, by adding a very small amount of uniform random noise to the channel output LLR vector.
III. CONVERGENCE AND OPTIMALITY GUARANTEES
For the AttMP algorithm on (d v , d c )-regular LDPC codes with the weight factor β satisfying β(d v − 1)(d c − 1) < 1, Frey and Koetter [10] showed that it will return the ML codeword if it converges to a codeword. However, the convergence of the AttMP algorithm, when β(d v − 1)(d c − 1) < 1, is not explicitly shown in their work. In this section, we first show that the AttMP algorithm will converge to a fixed point by using the contraction mapping theorem [25, pp. 97-100] . Then, we show that the hard decisions obtained at the fixed point give the ML codeword if they satisfy some consistency conditions. We also analyze the convergence of the WMS algorithm. Compared to the convergence analysis of the AttMP algorithm, a weaker condition for the convergence of the WMS algorithm, namely β(d v − 1) < 1, is obtained. We also show that, if the converged messages satisfy the consistency conditions, which are similar to the conditions for the AttMP algorithm, the LP, and therefore ML, optimality of the WMS codeword is guaranteed.
A. Attenuated Max-Product Decoding
Before showing that the AttMP algorithm converges to a fixed point when β <
, we first introduce the following auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 1: For any two vectors f , g ∈ R n , the following inequality holds
Proof:
On the other hand, if f ≤ g m , a symmetric argument shows
Therefore, we obtain (20) .
Proof: Let μ, ν ∈ R 2|E| be two AttMP message vectors, and let μ = A[μ] and ν = A[ν]. By the definition of A in (12) and the triangle inequality, μ − ν ∞ can be upper bounded by
From (6), the last term of the RHS in (21) can be rewritten as
where inequality (a) follows by Lemma 1. Define
Since max( f + g) ≤ max g + max f , Equation (22) is less than or equal to
This shows the contraction. The second part of the theorem follows from the contraction mapping theorem.
Remark 1: Theorem 1 shows that, for an arbitrary (d v , d c )regular LDPC code and any 0 ≤ β <
, the AttMP algorithm converges to a unique fixed point denoted by μ * . That is, μ ( ) → μ * as → ∞, and μ * = A[μ * ]. In the context of the DP, the contraction mapping theorem is also employed to show the existence of optimal stationary policies for discounted Markov decision processes [26, §6.2] .
For each (i, j ) ∈ E, let x * i, j ∈ {0, 1} be the assignment that uniquely maximizes the converged message μ * i→ j (x), and let x * ∈ {0, 1} n be the vector returned by the AttMP algorithm. We first state consistency conditions for the AttMP algorithm in Definition 1. Then, using the equivalent objective function in (9), a simple proof of showing the ML optimality of x * is introduced.
. Let μ * be a fixed point of the AttMP algorithm, and let x * i, j uniquely maximize μ * i→ j (x) for each edge (i, j ) ∈ E. Then for any binary vector {x i, j } ∈ {0, 1} |E| ,
with equality if and only if {x * i, j : (i, j ) ∈ E} is AttMPconsistent.
Proof: By the definition of the DP value function in (10), we have
which is the promised inequality in (24) . To show the equality in (24), by substituting x * i, j into (25), we have
Therefore, we obtain the equality. Remark 2: From Lemma 2, we know that, when the assign-
where
Then, x * is the ML codeword.
Proof: We prove that x * is the ML codeword by showing that x * uniquely maximizes the correlation
Consider any codewordx ∈ C such thatx = x * , and let {x i, j } ∈ {0, 1} |E| be the corresponding binary vector withx i, j =x i for all j ∈ N(i ). From (10), we know that
Therefore, the RHS in (28) is upper bounded by (29) is less than
Thus, we have
where (a) follows from (27) . This shows that x * uniquely maximizes the correlation
From (18), we know that x * is the ML codeword.
B. Weighted Min-Sum Decoding
We first introduce the consistency condition for the WMS decoding algorithm. Then, we prove this consistency condition is a sufficient condition for showing the ML optimality of the WMS codeword. In the following discussion, we use the vector μ ( ) with the variable-to-check node messages at iteration to implicitly also define the vector with the check-to-variable node messages at iteration .
Definition 2 (WMS-Consistency): Let μ ( ) i→ j , defined in (13), be the message passed from the i -th bit node to the j -th check node in the first half of the -th iteration, and μ ( ) i← j , defined in (14) , be the message passed from the j -th check node to the i -th bit node in the second half of the -th iteration. The message vector μ ( ) is called WMS-consistent if, for each bit i ∈ V v , it satisfies
When the WMS message vector is WMS-consistent, the following theorem shows that the corresponding hard decisions define a codeword.
Theorem 3: If the WMS message vector in the -th iteration is WMS-consistent, then the hard decision vectorx (15) gives a codeword.
Proof: We prove this result by a contradiction. Suppose thatx is not a codeword. There exists at least one unsatisfied check node. Let j ∈ V c be an unsatisfied check node. Since i∈N( j )x i = 1 mod 2, we have
where (a) follows from (30) . Consider the message passed from the j -th check to the i -th bit. From the WMS message update rule (14),
This contradicts the first equality in (30) . Therefore, we conclude thatx is a codeword. Next, we consider the ML optimality of the solution returned by the WMS algorithm. Similar to the analysis of the AttMP algorithm, we first discuss the convergence of the WMS messages. When the WMS messages converge to a fixed point, we show that the implied hard decisions give an optimal codeword if the fixed point is WMS-consistent.
To show the convergence of the WMS algorithm, we first introduce the following lemma.
Then, max
Proof: See Appendix A.
To show the convergence of the WMS messages, it will suffice to show that the WMS operator W is an · ∞ contraction. The following theorem provides a precise statement. 
The second part of the theorem follows from the contraction mapping theorem. Therefore, for an arbitrary (d v , d c )-regular LDPC code and any 0 ≤ β < 1 d v −1 , the WMS algorithm converges to a unique fixed point, i.e., μ ( ) i→ j → μ * i→ j and μ ( ) i← j → μ * i← j , as → ∞. For any WMS-consistent fixed point, there are two ways to prove the ML optimality of the hard decisions. One way, as shown in our earlier work [27] , is by looking at Problem-P directly. Therein, we generalize the definition of a minimal T -local deviation of [19] to T ≥ 1 4 girth(G). By using the generalized minimal T -local deviation, we show that, if the fixed point is WMS-consistent, the corresponding harddecision vector is a locally optimal codeword. By the fact that local optimality implies both global optimality and LP optimality [19] , the hard-decision vector is an ML codeword, and also, an integer LP optimal solution. A summary of [27] is provided in Appendix D.
The other method, which is introduced in the rest of this section, is by solving Problem-D. When the WMS algorithm converges to a WMS-consistent fixed point, we construct a dual witness, denoted by τ * ∈ R |E| , using the method proposed in [18] . By the upcoming Theorem 5, it can be shown that the vector τ * is a dual optimal point of Problem-P. Also, the hard-decision vector is an LP optimal codeword and, hence, an ML codeword.
The following lemma shows that the vector τ * , which is constructed from the fixed-point messages μ * i→ j and μ * i← j , is a dual feasible point of Problem-P.
Lemma 4: Consider the WMS algorithm with β < 1
Let the bit node and check node messages, μ * i→ j and μ * i← j , be the unique fixed point of the WMS message update rule. The vector τ * ∈ R |E| , defined by
is a dual feasible point of Problem-P. Proof: Fix a variable node i ∈ V v . The sum of the dual variables on the edges incident to i is given by
This proves the lemma.
Remark 3:
In contrast to the construction in [18, Lemma 1], Lemma 4 is a simplified version that considers a one-step update of the WMS messages. In [18] , min-sum messages over L iterations are considered. For a computation tree T 2L j of depth 2L rooted at the check node j , those min-sum messages are used to generate an assignment τ ( j, L) to edges in T 2L j . Koetter and Vontobel showed that the dual feasible point τ * can be obtained by averaging τ ( j, L) over all j ∈ V c . Since the number of leaf nodes in a computation tree increases exponentially in the depth of the computation tree, a weight factor α is introduced to attenuate the influence of the leaves of the computation tree. In our analysis, by the fact that the WMS messages satisfy a fixed-point equation, we simplify the construction and consider only the assignments on the computation tree T 2 j of depth 2. Next, we will show that the proposed dual feasible point τ * is also a optimal point in Problem-D if it is constructed from a WMS-consistent fixed point.
For
be a vector which is composed of the signs of the entries in μ * j . The following lemma shows that an affine function of sgn(μ * j ) minimizes the inner product w, τ * j for all w ∈ L when the fixed point is WMS-consistent. Recall that L is defined in (19) . We use 1 to denote an all-one vector, and the vector dimension is determined by the context. 
Thus, the summation in (33) becomes
for all m = m 1 . Thus, the minimum of the inner product in the LHS of (32) is achieved by choosing
By Theorem 3, the vector 1 2 (1 − sgn (μ * j )) satisfies the j -th check node, and therefore we know that w m 1 =
This completes the proof.
Remark 4: The proof of Lemma 5 employs an important observation in the proof of [18, Lemma 3] . Namely, given a check node, there are at least d c − 1 outgoing messages with the same absolute value. If there is an outgoing message with a different absolute value, it will be along the edge where the incoming message with the smallest absolute value was passed, i.e., the edge (ϕ j (m 1 ), j ). Also, we note that the absolute value of the m 1 -th entry of τ * j is the smallest among the absolute values of the entries of τ * j . With the goal of minimizing the inner product in (32), the entry of the binary vector w corresponding to the smallest absolute value of τ * j has to be the modulo-2 sum of the other entries. Since the MS messages are not guaranteed to converge, Koetter and Vontobel computed the dual feasible point using computation trees of depth greater than one. Also, the assumption of large initial values for the MS algorithm is required for their construction of an optimal dual feasible point for Problem-D.
Similar to the idea in [18] , we further find the ML optimal codeword after obtaining the local configuration for each j ∈ V c based on τ * j . Let τ ∈ R |E| be a dual feasible point, and g(τ ) be the objective function in Problem-D. Consider the dual feasible point τ * defined in (31), and let w j 1 2 (1−sgn(μ * j )) be the local assignment to check j , where μ * j is the vector of converged messages passed to j . By Lemma 5, one can show that the objective function in Problem-D evaluated at τ * is
However, to solve Problem-D, one needs to search over all τ in the dual feasible set and find the maximum of g(τ ).
In the following theorem, we will show that τ * is actually an optimal solution of Problem-D if the WMS fixed point is WMS-consistent. This also implies that the corresponding hard decisions define an ML codeword. Theorem 5: Consider the WMS algorithm with β < 1 d v −1 . If the message vector μ ( ) converges to a WMS-consistent fixed point, μ * , then the vector of hard decisions x * ∈ {0, 1} n with
is a codeword. Also, x * is LP optimal for Problem-P and, hence, ML optimal. Proof: Let the optimal value of Problem-P and the optimal value of Problem-D be f * and g * , respectively. Since τ * proposed in Lemma 4 is in the feasible set of Problem-D, it is obvious that g * ≥ g(τ * ). Let w j ∈ L be the binary vector that minimizes the inner product w, τ * j over all w ∈ L. From Lemma 5, we know that w j = 1 2 (1 − sgn (μ * j )) for each j ∈ V c . Since μ * is WMS-consistent, we also know that w j m = x * ϕ j (m) for m = 1, 2, . . . , d c . By using these facts, we will show that x * is LP optimal by contradiction.
Assume that x * does not minimize Problem-P, then we have
where (a) follows from Lemma 4, and (b) is a result of the WMS-consistency. However, weak duality implies that f * ≥ g * . This gives a contradiction. Thus, x * minimizes the primal problem, and hence, is LP optimal. Moreover, since x * ∈ C, it is also an ML codeword. Remark 5: Consider the WMS algorithm on a (d v , d c )regular LDPC code with β < 1 d v −1 . From Theorem 5, we are able to check the ML optimality of the WMS solution by testing the WMS-consistency conditions. Namely, if the messages satisfy the consistency conditions, then the hard decisions return an ML codeword.
Remark 6: Although the WMS algorithm and the AttMP algorithm are equivalent for a finite number of iterations, our results show that, for guaranteed convergence, the WMS algorithm allows a larger weight factor than the AttMP algorithm. To compare the convergence of these two algorithms, it is clear that the AttMP algorithm converges if and only if μ ( 
On the other hand, when considering the convergence of the WMS algorithm, we first note that the WMS messages are simply the differences of the AttMP messages. That is, μ ( ) (1) . The convergence of the WMS messages includes the following two cases in the underlying AttMP message space. First, if the underlying AttMP messages converge, the corresponding WMS messages converge as well. For example, when the WMS algorithm has the weight factor β < 1 (d v −1)(d c −1) , we know that the WMS messages converge from Theorem 4. In fact, the underlying AttMP messages must converge according to Theorem 1. The second case is that the underlying AttMP messages do not converge, but their differences converge. For example, consider the case when
One can show that the AttMP message μ ( ) i→ j (0), defined in (10), is lower bounded by ( + 1)γ for any (i, j ) ∈ E. Thus, the AttMP message μ ( ) i→ j (0) does not converge as → ∞. However, by Theorem 4, we know that the WMS message μ ( ) i→ j → μ * i→ j as → ∞ for all (i, j ) ∈ E. This implies that the difference μ ( ) i→ j (0)−μ ( ) i→ j (1) converges for all (i, j ) ∈ E. Since the convergence requirement for the WMS algorithm is weaker than the AttMP algorithm, the allowable weight factor for the convergence of the WMS algorithm is greater than the required weight factor for the AttMP algorithm.
IV. WEIGHTED MIN-SUM DECODING WITH
We have shown that the unique fixed point of the WMS algorithm with β < 1 d v −1 returns an ML codeword if the fixed point is WMS-consistent. In this section, the WMS algorithm with β = 1 d v −1 is considered. In this case, the WMS algorithm is not guaranteed to converge. Thus, we introduce a sufficient condition for the ML optimality of the hard-decision output when the WMS algorithm diverges. Moreover, when β ≥ 1 d v −1 , the DE noise threshold of the WMS algorithm exists. We conjecture that the noise threshold of the WMS algorithm with β = 1 d v −1 gives a lower bound of the noise threshold of the LP decoder.
A. Optimality Guarantees
We begin this subsection by introducing notation and definitions for the following discussion. We denote the WMS messages {μ d v −1 , we have empirically observed three types of trajectories for the WMS messages. They converge to a fixed point, oscillate in a limit cycle, or diverge to ±∞. In this section, we are interested in the case where the sequence of WMS message vectors, {μ 1 }, is divergent and WMS-consistent. We formalize this case by the following definition. is WMS-consistent for all ≥ 0. We prove the second part of the theorem by induction. The base case holds when = 0. Then, we consider the inductive step. Suppose that sgn (μ
Thus, we conclude that sgn (μ Proof: The result follows from Lemma 7 and the hard decision equation defined in (15) .
Given two positive integers L 1 > L 0 , to simplify notation, let I (L 0 , L 1 ) {L 0 , L 0 + 1, . . . , L 1 } be the set of all integers from L 0 to L 1 . A property of a sequence of WMS message vectors {μ δ } is introduced in the following definition.
Definition 4 (Block-wise monotone property): A sequence of WMS message vectors {μ δ } with δ ∈ (0, 1] is said to have the block-wise monotone property in I (L 0 , L 1 ), denoted by BMP(I (L 0 , L 1 )), if for all L 0 ) ). In the following analysis, we show that, if there is a pair of integers L 1 > L 0 > 0 such that the sequence of WMS message vectors, {μ δ }, satisfies BMP(I 0 (L 0 , L 1 )), then {μ δ } also satisfies BMP(I k (L 0 , L 1 ) ) for all k ≥ 0. We first show that if {μ δ } satisfies BMP(I 0 (L 0 , L 1 )), then {μ δ } also satisfies BMP(I 1 (L 0 , L 1 ) ). Proof: We prove this lemma by induction. The base case, = 0, holds because conditions 2) and 4) of BMP(I 1 (L 0 , L 1 )) are satisfied.
For the inductive step, suppose that sgn (μ
| for some ≥ 0. Since μ (L 0 + ) δ satisfies conditions 1) and 3) of BMP(I 0 (L 0 , L 1 )), from Lemma 6, we have
Since both the base case and the inductive step are proved, we know that (34) and (35) hold for 0 ≤ ≤ L 1 − L 0 .
Corollary 2: Let γ ∈ R n be the received LLR vector, and {μ δ } be the sequence of WMS message vectors of a (d v , d c ) regular LDPC code with δ ∈ (0, 1]. Suppose there exist 0 < L 0 < L 1 such that {μ δ } satisfies BMP(I 0 (L 0 , L 1 )). Then {μ δ } also satisfies BMP(I 1 (L 0 , L 1 )).
Proof: We first show that, for any 0
be the WMS message with β = δ d v −1 passed from j ∈ N(i ) to i in the (L 1 + )-th iteration. From the WMS message update rule (14) , we know that, for any j ∈ N(i ),
where the equalities (a) and (b) follow from (34). Since μ (L 0 + ) δ is WMS-consistent, we know that, for any j 0 ∈ N(i ),
Therefore, one can show
From the WMS message update rule (14) and Lemma 8, one can also see that
From (36), (37) and (38), we conclude that μ
where the second equality follows from the condition 2) of BMP(I 0 (L 0 , L 1 )). Also from Lemma 8, we know that
Therefore, we conclude that {μ δ } also satisfies BMP(I 1 (L 0 , L 1 )).
Remark 7: Although Corollary 2 shows that BMP(I 0 (L 0 , L 1 )) implies BMP(I 1 (L 0 , L 1 )), it can be easily extended to the statement that BMP(I k (L 0 , L 1 )) implies BMP(I k+1 (L 0 , L 1 )) for any k > 0 by the same argument in the proof of Corollary 2. Now, we extend the property to intervals I k (L 0 , L 1 ) for all k ≥ 0.
Lemma 9: Let γ ∈ R n be the received LLR vector, and {μ δ } be the sequence of WMS message vector of a (d v , d c ) regular LDPC code with δ ∈ (0, 1]. Suppose there exist 0 < L 0 < L 1 such that the sequence of WMS message vectors, {μ δ }, satisfies BMP(I 0 (L 0 , L 1 )). Then, for all ≥ L 0 , sgn μ
Since the set of integers greater or equal to L 0 can be written as
the lemma can be proved by showing that {μ δ } satisfies BMP(I k (L 0 , L 1 )) for any k ≥ 0. We will prove this statement by induction.
The base case is obtained from the assumption when setting k = 0. Next, we consider the inductive step. Suppose that {μ δ } satisfies BMP(I k (L 0 , L 1 )). From Corollary 2, we know that {μ δ } also satisfies BMP(I k+1 (L 0 , L 1 )). Thus, we know that μ ( ) δ satisfies BMP(I k (L 0 , L 1 )) for any k ≥ 0. In the following analysis, we show that there exist 0 < L 0 < L 1 and a δ ∈ (0, 1) such that {μ δ } satisfies BMP(I 0 (L 0 , L 1 )) when {μ 1 } is divergent and consistent. We first show that, for any integer L > 0, the WMS message μ ( ) 1 for ≤ L can be approximated by {μ δ } with δ close enough to 1.
Lemma 10: Consider a (d v , d c ) -regular LDPC code. Given the LLR vector γ ∈ R n , let {μ 1 } and {μ δ } be two sequences of WMS message vectors with β = 1 d v −1 and β = δ d v −1 , respectively. For any > 0 and integer L > 0, there exists a δ 0 (L) ∈ (0, 1) such that μ ( )
Proof: See Appendix C. The following lemma shows the existence of 0 < L 0 < L 1 and 0 < δ < 1 such that the sequence of WMS message vectors {μ δ } satisfies BMP(I 0 (L 0 , L 1 )) when the sequence of WMS vectors {μ 1 } is divergent and consistent. Note that the choices of δ, L 0 , and L 1 are also suggested in the proof of Lemma 10.
Lemma 11: Given the received LLR vector, γ ∈ R n , suppose that {μ 1 } is divergent and consistent. There exist L 0 and L 1 with 0 < L 0 < L 1 and a δ ∈ (0, 1) such that {μ δ } satisfies BMP(I 0 (L 0 , L 1 )).
Proof: Since {μ 1 } is divergent and consistent, by Definition 3 and Lemma 7, we can choose L 0 > 0 such that, for all ≥ L 0 : μ ( )
Similarly, we can also find an L 1 > L 0 such that
whenever ≥ L 1 . From the proof of Lemma 10, we can choose = 1 2 γ ∞ and
so that, for all ∈ I 0 (L 0 , L 1 ),
Note that Equation (40) and the inequalities L 1 > L 0 > 2 imply δ ≥ 19 20 . With these choices of L 0 and L 1 , it can be shown that
where inequality (a) follows from (39) and (41). From (41), one can show, for all ∈ I 0 (L 0 , L 1 ),
for all ∈ I 0 (L 0 , L 1 ). Since μ
is WMS-consistent for all ∈ I 0 (L 0 , L 1 ) as well. By (42)-(44) and the fact that μ ( ) δ is WMS-consistent for all ∈ I 0 (L 0 , L 1 ), we conclude that {μ δ } satisfies BMP(I 0 (L 0 , L 1 )).
Corollary 3: Given the received LLR vector, γ ∈ R n , suppose that {μ 1 } is divergent and consistent. Then, there exist an L 0 > 0 and a 0 < δ < 1 such that, whenever ≥ L 0 ,
and sgn μ ( )
(46) Proof: From Lemma 9 and Lemma 11, we obtain (45) and (46) directly.
Theorem 6: Consider a (d v , d c )-regular LDPC code and a particular LLR vector γ ∈ R n . Assume that the WMS algorithm with β = 1 d v −1 is divergent and consistent. There exists an L > 0 so that the hard decision vectors satisfy x ( ) = x (L) for all ≥ L, and x (L) is an ML codeword.
Proof: To prove this theorem, we show that there is a δ ∈ (0, 1) such that the WMS algorithm with β = δ d v −1 converges to a WMS-consistent fixed point whose hard decisions give the same codeword as x (L) . From Corollary 3, there exist an L 0 > 0 and a δ ∈ (0, 1) such that sgn (μ ( ) 
, the message vector converges to a fixed point μ * δ and sgn μ * δ = sgn μ
From Theorem 5, we know that x * δ is LP and ML optimal. Therefore, the hard decision vector x (L 0 ) is also an LP and ML optimal codeword. From Corollary 1 and by setting L =L = L 0 , we conclude the proof.
Remark 8: In this paper, we considered the WMS algorithm as a DP problem with discount factor β(d v − 1) ≤ 1. When β = 1 d v −1 and the sequence of WMS message vectors {μ} is divergent and consistent, the WMS update is equivalent to a Markov decision process (MDP) problem with discount factor 1. Theorem 6 essentially states that WMS decoding always has the natural analog of a Blackwell optimal policy [28] if {μ} is divergent and consistent according to Definition 3.
B. Connections With LP Thresholds
In this subsection, we connect the LP threshold estimation with both the WMS algorithm and the DE-type analysis in [19] , [20] . We have shown that when the WMS algorithm with β < 1 d v −1 converges to a set of WMS-consistent messages, the WMS algorithm returns a codeword which is LP optimal. Similarly, when the WMS algorithm with β = 1 d v −1 is divergent and consistent, the WMS algorithm also returns a codeword which is LP optimal. If the following conjecture is true, we can conclude that the threshold of the WMS algorithm with β = 1 d v −1 gives a lower bound for the threshold of LP decoding.
Conjecture 1: Consider WMS decoding of (d v , d c )-regular LDPC codes with girth (log n) over the BSC with crossover probability p and let p * be the bit-error rate threshold for WMS decoding with β = 1 d v −1 . Then, as n → ∞, WMS decoding diverges to consistent messages with probability 1 − o n (1) for all p < p * .
Remark 9: The DE analysis of the WMS decoding of (d v , d c )-regular LDPC codes with β = 1 d v −1 gives automatically that almost all messages diverge to consistent values (i.e., a BER threshold). Conjecture 1 is that p * is also a worderror rate (WER) threshold. Conjecture 1 has been tested via simulation, but does not follow from any standard DE-type analysis.
Example 3: Consider a (3, 6)-regular LDPC code over the BSC. From a DE analysis of the WMS algorithm (i.e., not the DE-type analysis for local optimality as proposed in [19] ) with β = 1/2, one finds that the WMS algorithm will decode correctly when p ≤ 0.055. Note that the obtained LP threshold lower bound matches the best possible bound using techniques from [19] .
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The WER for the WMS algorithms and the probability of not converging to a set of consistent messages are shown in Figure 1 . The solid lines are the WER of the WMS algorithm, and the dashed lines are the probability of not satisfying WMS-consistent. The simulation is conducted over a (3, 6)-regular LDPC code ensemble with n = 10 4 . Two weight factors, β = 0.49 and β = 0.5, are considered, and a maximum of 500 iterations are used to decode each codeword. Both the BSC and the BIAWGNC are tested. As shown in Figure 1 , when β = 0.49, the WMS algorithm may converge to a set of messages that are not WMS-consistent even though the codeword is successfully decoded. However, when β = 0.5, those two probabilities become nearly identical.
In [19] and [20] , a DE-type analysis is employed to compute the threshold for having the all-zero codeword as a locally optimal codeword. Whenever the channel noise is below this threshold, the probability that the all-zero codeword is not a locally optimal codeword goes to 0 as the number of iterations goes to infinity. Since the local optimality implies the LP and global optimality, this threshold is a lower bound of the LP decoding threshold. In Figure 2 , we plot the thresholds obtained by DE-type analysis versus some weight factors β. It is worth noting that according to our numerical results, the best lower bound for the LP decoding threshold, in all cases, are obtained when β = 1 d v −1 . When β < 1 d v −1 , the DE-type analysis proposed in [19] has no threshold effect. The threshold effect does not occur because the density of the correlation between the best skinny trees and the channel output in [19] , [20] converges to a fixed point instead of diverging to ±∞. Therefore, the probability of not having the all-zero codeword as a locally optimal codeword cannot be arbitrarily small. Note that the weight vector we used in Figure 2 is different from the weight factor proposed in [19] . In Figure 2 , only one weight factor β ∈ [0, 1] is employed. For a T -depth skinny tree, this is equivalent to weighting the tree from the root to the leafs by a weight vector (1, β, β 2 , · · · , β T ). In [19] , Arora et al. considered a two-stage weighting strategy. For a fixed s < T , the weight vector is (ρ, ρ, . . . , ρ, 1, β, β 2 , · · · , β s ) ∈ R T . In the first s < T iterations, exponential weights are employed. According to the density of the correlation between the best skinny trees and the channel output, a proper ρ is chosen so that the threshold effect can occur. Although this two-stage weighting strategy in [19] has a threshold effect for any β ∈ [0, 1], the best threshold is observed when The comparisons of the WER performance between the WMS algorithm and the TRMP algorithm [11] are shown in Figure 3 . For any strictly positive pairwise Markov random field (MRF) with binary variables, it has been shown that the fixed point of the TRMP algorithm always specifies an optimal LP dual solution [11] , [29] . The TRMP message update rules in the logarithmic domain are
where ρ ≤ 1 is the edge appearance probability in a random spanning tree. An uniform edge appearance probability ρ = n(1+d v /d c )−1 |E| is employed in our simulation. One can notice that these message update rules are similar to the WMS algorithms. Although, the factors associated with the factor graph of an LDPC code are not strictly positive, the optimality of the TRMP hard decisions is observed in a numerical simulation of a (3, 4)-regular LDPC code with n = 12. Thus, we take the TRMP algorithm into consideration, and compare its WER performance with the WER performance of the WMS algorithms.
In this comparison, a (3, 6)-regular LDPC codes over the BSC is considered, and the codeword length for both algorithms is n = 10 4 . Three weight factors for the WMS algorithm are tested: β = 0.5, which is discussed in this paper; β = 0.8, which has been shown to have the best performance by DE analysis [23] ; and β = 1, which is equivalent to the MS algorithm for LDPC codes. The WMS decoding algorithms perform 100 iterations for each codeword. In the case of the TRMP algorithm, simulations are conducted with 100 iterations and 1000 iterations, respectively, for each codeword. As shown in Figure 3 , the WER performance of the TRMP algorithm with 1000 iterations is close to the WMS algorithm with β = 1. However, if the TRMP algorithm only performs 100 iterations in decoding each codeword, it becomes close to the WMS algorithm with β = 0.5. The performance loss of the TRMP algorithm with 100 iterations is caused by the insufficient number of iterations. Since the TRMP algorithm is not close enough to the converged point, the corresponding hard decisions are not reliable. Although the TRMP algorithm over the binary alphabet has been shown to be LP optimal when the algorithm converges, finding the noise threshold of the TRMP algorithm is still an open problem.
VI. CONCLUSION
For (d v , d c )-regular LDPC codes, both the AttMP algorithm and the WMS algorithm are studied. By slightly modifying the objective function of the original AttMP problem in (2) to an equivalent problem in (9), we show that the AttMP messages will converge to a fixed point when β < 1 (d v −1)(d c −1) . Further, a set of sufficient conditions (AttMP-consistency) for testing the optimality of the AttMP solutions is proposed. With the modified AttMP problem in (9), we show the LP and ML optimality of the AttMP solution by a simple proof if β < 1 (d v −1)(d c −1) and the fixed point is AttMP-consistent Similarly, when the weight factor satisfies β < 1 d v −1 , we show that the WMS algorithm converges to a unique fixed point. We also introduce the sufficient conditions (WMS-consistency) for the hard decisions of the WMS algorithm to be a valid codeword. If the WMS algorithm with β < 1 d v −1 converges to a fixed point, then the method proposed in [18] can be used to construct a dual feasible point for Problem-P. Also, we show that the dual feasible point obtained by the converged messages is a dual optimal point of Problem-P, and the corresponding hard decisions are the LP optimum as well as the ML decoding solution. Based on the analysis of the WMS algorithm with β < 1 d v −1 , the optimality of the WMS algorithm with β = 1 d v −1 is also discussed. When the WMS messages with β = 1 d v −1 are divergent and consistent, we show that the hard decisions are ML optimum as well. This result can be seen as the natural completion of the work initiated by Frey and Koetter in [10] . Also, our results have interesting connections with the results of [19] because their best LP thresholds also occur when β = 1 d v −1 according to DE-type analysis. For weight factors β > 1 d v −1 , we provide examples which show that the WMS algorithm does not always return an ML codeword. In particular, the messages in Example 2 are divergent and consistent, but the hard decisions do not return a ML codeword.
In regards to future work, the most interesting open question is whether connections between LP decoding and WMS decoding can be extended beyond β = 1 d v −1 . In [23] , Chen and Fossorier studied the optimal attenuation factor for the WMS algorithm. For example, the best β for the (3, 6)-regular LDPC code on the BSC is β = 0.8, and the corresponding threshold is p = 0.083. The DE of the WMS algorithm also shows that any extension of β beyond β = 1 d v −1 will immediately provide an improved lower bound on the LP threshold. When the WMS algorithm with a general weighting strategy for irregular LDPC codes is considered, let d v,i and β i be the degree of the i -th bit and the weight factor for the i -th bit, respectively. By a simple extension of Theorem 4, it can be shown that the WMS algorithm for irregular LDPC codes converges to a fixed point if the weight factors satisfy
However, the construction of the dual optimal point of Problem-P using the unique fixed point of the WMS algorithm breaks down when the weight factors are not all equal. A general weighting strategy and the corresponding construction of the dual optimal point of Problem-P for irregular LDPC codes also remains an open problem. Since suitably designed irregular LDPC codes are capacity-approaching [4] , it is possible that irregular LDPC codes with a general weighting scheme could improve current estimates of the noise threshold for the LP decoding of rate-1 2 LDPC codes.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Proof: Since m∈N(k)\i sgn(μ m→k ) sgn(ν m→k ) can be ±1, we need to verify the inequality . The signs of the check-to-bit node messages on edge (i, j ) ∈ E are sgn(μ i← j ) = m∈N( j )\i sgn(μ m→ j ) and sgn(ν i← j ) = m∈N( j )\i sgn(ν m→ j ). Using this and the fact that sgn (μ) = sgn (ν), it follows that sgn(μ i← j ) = sgn(ν i← j )
for all (i, j ) ∈ E. Since μ, ν are both WMS-consistent, we know that sgn(μ i← j ) = sgn(μ i← j ) and sgn(ν i← j ) = sgn(ν i← j ) for all j, j ∈ N(i ). Thus, for each (i, j ) ∈ E, μ i→ j and ν i→ j can be expressed as By |μ| |ν| and (49), we have |μ | |ν |.
Moreover, from (50)-(53), the signs of μ i→ j and ν i→ j satisfy sgn(ν i→ j ) = sgn(ν i← j ) and sgn(μ i→ j ) = sgn(μ i← j ). Since μ and ν are WMS-consistent, it follows that sgn(ν i→ j ) = sgn(ν i← j ) = sgn(ν i→ j ) and sgn(μ i→ j ) = sgn(μ i← j ) = sgn(μ i→ j ) for all (i, j ) ∈ E. This concludes the proof.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF LEMMA 3
Before going into the proof of Lemma 3, we first introduce the following auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 12: Given a received LLR vector γ and a δ ∈ [0, 1], let μ ( ) i→ j be the WMS message with β = δ d v −1 on edge (i, j ) in the -th iteration. For all (i, j ) ∈ E, the absolute value of the WMS message is upper bounded by
for all ≤ L. Therefore, for any fixed > 0, let
For any δ ∈ [δ 0 (L), 1], we know that |μ [19] In this appendix, we briefly recall the main idea and statement in our earlier work in [27] , and provide detailed proof of lemmas which were omitted in [27] . We extend the lemmas and theorems in [19] to the case when the depth of the computation tree exceeds 1 2 girth(G). With these extended results, another proof of the conclusion drawn in Section III-B is obtained.
APPENDIX D EXTENSIONS OF THE WORK IN
Since a computation tree with depth greater than 1 2 girth(G) is considered in this section, we generalize the definition in Section II-B as follows. Let T 2T i 0 = (I ∪ J , E ) be a depth-2T computation tree and rooted at i 0 ∈ V v , where I and J are the set of variable nodes and the set of check nodes in T 2T i 0 , respectively, and T ≥ 1 4 girth(G). Let i and j denote a variable node and a check node in T 2T i 0 , respectively. We say that i is associated with the bit i ∈ V v in G (denoted i ∼ i ) if i is a copy of i ∈ V v . Similarly, j ∼ j denotes that j ∈ J is a copy of j ∈ V c . Moreover, we define two projections η : I → V v and θ : J → V c by η(i ) = {i ∈ V v : i ∼ i } and θ( j ) = { j ∈ V c : j ∼ j }. Note that the result of these maps, η and θ , are a subsets of V v . However, according to the specification, they are all singleton sets.
First, we generalize the definitions from [5] and [19, Definition 1] as follows.
Definition 5: Consider a computation tree T 2T i 0 = (I ∪ J , E ) of depth 2T ≥ 1 2 girth(G) rooted at i 0 . A bit assignment u ∈ {0, 1} |I| on T 2T i 0 is a generalized valid deviation of depth T at i 0 ∈ V v or, in short, a generalized T -local deviation at i 0 , if u i 0 = 1 and u satisfies all parity checks in T 2T i 0 . Moreover, u is a generalized minimal T -local deviation if, for every check node j ∈ T 2T i 0 , at most two neighbor bits are assigned the value 1. Note that a generalized minimal T -local deviation at i 0 can be seen as a subtree of T 2T i 0 of depth 2T rooted at i 0 , where every variable node has full degree and every check node has degree 2. Such a tree is referred as a skinny tree. If = ( 0 , . . . , T ) ∈ [0, 1] T is a weight vector and u is a generalized minimal T -local deviation at i 0 , then u ( ) denotes the -weighted deviation Likewise, we let π u ( ) represent the vector whose elements are π i u ( ) for i ∈ V v . In the following, the weights are chosen to be t = β t for some β ∈ [0, 1].
To extend the results of [19] to the computation trees of depth independent of girth(G), we utilize the following fact that, given the LLR vector γ and for each i 0 ∈ V v , the WMS algorithm computes the best assignment,x (T ) i 0 , for the root of T 2T i 0 . Also, there is a corresponding best assignmentx (T ) for the tree T 2T i 0 that maximizes (9) . Recall that C T 2T and let T * max{T 1 ( ), T 2 ( )}. For any T > T * , we rewrite
